
Preface

This book originated as a proposed second edition to Introductory Chemical Thermodynam-
ics, published in 1971, with the specific intention of adding material relating to current-day
applications of thermodynamics to biology, including topics such as bioenergetics, protein-
folding, protein-ligand interactions, and protein aggregation. This has, indeed, been done,
but we also took the opportunity to enrich and enhance the discussion of the fundamen-
tals of thermodynamics, the Three Laws, and chemical applications. Accordingly, this book
is structured as:

• Part 1: Fundamentals: introducing the concepts of work, temperature, heat and en-
ergy, state functions and path functions, and some of the mathematical principles that
will be used throughout the book.

• Part 2: The Three Laws: the core of the book, in which we explore the First Law,
internal energy and enthalpy; the Second Law and entropy; and the Third Law and the
approach to absolute zero.

• Part 3: Free energy, spontaneity, and equilibrium: where we explain the central role
of the Gibbs free energy as regards both the spontaneity of change, and also the nature
of chemical equilibrium.

• Part 4: Chemical applications: covering how the principles discussed so far can be
applied to phenomena such as phase equilibria; reactions in solution; acids, bases,
and buffer solutions; boiling points and melting points; mixing and osmosis; and
electrochemistry.

• Part 5: Biochemical applications: where we describe how biological systems capture
the free energy within molecules such as glucose, or within light, store it temporarily
within molecules such as ATP, and then use that free energy to drive, for example, the
synthesis of complex biomolecules; we also explore how proteins fold, and interact
with ligands, as well as how proteins self-assemble to form larger-scale structures.

Thermodynamics is notoriously difficult to understand, learn, and use, and so we have taken
great care to explain as clearly as possible all the fundamental concepts. As a quantitative
branch of science, thermodynamics necessarily uses mathematics to describe how physic-
ally measureable phenomena, such as the pressure exerted by a gas, or the concentration of
a component within a solution, are related, and how they change as conditions such as the sys-
tem temperature vary. Much of the required mathematics is explained, and developed, within
the text. The only pre-requisites are some knowledge of basic algebra, and of differential and
integral calculus (for example, if y = 3x2, then dy/dx = 6x, and ∫(1/x) dx = ln x).
This book has not been written to support a specific curriculum; rather, it has been

written to provide “everything a student needs to know about chemical and biochemical
thermodynamics” in the context of passing undergraduate examinations, and providing a solid
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platform for more advanced studies. The content of the book is therefore likely to be broader,
and in some respects deeper, than the precise requirements for any specific course. We trust,
however that it includes all the required content for very many courses. As a consequence, the
book will be of value to undergraduate students of chemistry and biochemistry, and related
fields, as well as to students of higher-level programmes who seek a source of reference. Also,
the exercises associated with each chapter have been designed to stimulate thinking, rather
than as practice problems for a specific examination.
Many people have, of course, contributed to our thinking and to the knowledge we are

sharing in this book, and we gratefully acknowledge all our own teachers and mentors. In
particular, we wish to thank Professor Alan Cooper, of the University of Glasgow, and Pro-
fessor Bjarne Andresen, of the Niels Bohr Institute at the University of Copenhagen, for their
most helpful suggestions and insights.We also thankHarriet Konishi, Shereen Karmali,Megan
Betts and Sonke Adlung at OUP, and also Marie Felina Francois, Indumadhi Srinivasan and
everyone in the production team, with whom it has been a pleasure to work—and, of course,
our wives and children, who have been remarkably patient, supportive, and understanding as
we have been (from their totally legitimate standpoint) both distracted and obsessed by the
intricacies of reversible changes, electrode potentials, and entropy.
We trust you will enjoy reading this book and will benefit accordingly. If you notice

any errors, think any particular topic is poorly explained, or if you have any ideas for
making the book clearer or more useful, please do let us know—our email addresses are
dennis@silverbulletmachine.com and p.dalby@ucl.ac.uk. Thank you!

Dennis Sherwood
Exton, Rutland

Paul Dalby
University College, London



1 Systems and states

Summary

Thermodynamics is the macroscopic study of heat, work and energy.

The domain of the universe selected for study comprises the system, and the rest of the universe

constitutes the surroundings. The system and the surroundings are separated by the system boundary.

At any time, any system has a number of properties, known as state functions, which can be meas-

ured, and serve to define the state of the system at any time. Extensive state functions, such as mass,

depend on the extent of the system; intensive state functions, such as temperature, are independent

of the extent of the system. All extensive state functions per unit mass are intensive state functions.

Thermodynamic equilibrium is a state in which all state functions are constant over time, and for

which all intensive state functions have the same values at all locations within the system.

If measurements are taken on an equilibrium system at different times, and if the value of at least one

state function X has changed from an initial value X1 to a value X2, then the system has undergone a

change in state. The corresponding change �X in the state function X is defined as

�X = X2 – X1 (1.2a)

in which the initial value X1 is subtracted from the final value X2. Mathematically, all state functions are

defined by an exact differential dX.

A consequence of equation (1.2a) is that the change �X in any state function X depends only on the

values X1 and X2 of X in the initial and final states, and is independent of the path followed during the

change in state. The value of �X therefore contains no information of how a particular change in state

took place.

An ideal system – of which an ideal gas is one example – is a system in which, fundamentally,

there are no intermolecular interactions. Any macroscopic properties, such as the thermodynamic state

functions, are linear additions of the state functions of smaller sub-systems, and, ultimately, of the micro-

scopic properties of the molecules themselves. In real systems, molecules do interact, and so ideal

systems are a theoretical abstraction. They are, however, much simpler to describe and analyse, and

so the study of ideal systems provides a very useful model, which can then be used as a basis of the

study of more complex, real, systems.

1.1 Some very familiar concepts . . .

We all know that iced water feels cold, that freshly made tea or coffee feels hot, and that
many of the meals we eat are warm – not as cold as the iced water, not as hot as the tea,
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but somewhere in-between. From a very early age, we learn that the degree of ‘coldness’ or
‘hotness’ we experience is associated with a concept we call ‘temperature’ – things that feel hot
have a high temperature, things that feel cold have a low temperature.
We also know that flames are very hot indeed, far too hot for us to feel directly with our

hands. And when we put a saucepan containing cold water in contact with a hot flame – as
we do when we’re cooking – we know that the water in the saucepan gets steadily warmer: the
proximity of the hot flame to the cold water heats the water up.
Putting something hot next to something cold is not the only way things can get warmer:

another way is by working. Once again, we all know that when we work hard – for example, by
vigorous physical exercise such as running hard, digging a hole, or carrying heavy weights – we
quickly become very warm, just as warm as we would by sitting quietly by a log fire. And after
we’ve worked hard for a while, we become tired, and we feel we’ve lost energy, as if the energy
that was in our body earlier in the day has been used up because of the work we have done.
So we rest, perhaps have something to eat, and after a while, we feel we have more energy, and
can then do some more work.
This is very familiar to all of us – words such as cold, hot, temperature, heat, work and

energy are part of our natural every-day language. They are also the fundamental concepts
underpinning the science of thermodynamics, and to explore that science – as we will do in
this book – we need to enrich our understanding of what words such as ‘temperature’, ‘heat’,
‘work’ and ‘energy’ actually mean, moving beyond subjective feelings such as ‘hotness’ and
‘coldness’ to well-formulated scientific definitions. So, our purpose in the first three chapters is
to do just that, and to offer some deeper insights into these familiar every-day phenomena.

1.2 The macroscopic viewpoint

Thermodynamics is a very practical branch of science. It’s development, during the nineteenth
century, was closely associated with the need to gain a better understanding of steam engines,
addressing questions such as:

• How much work can a steam engine actually do?
• How might we design better engines – engines that can perform more work for the
same amount of coal or wood used as fuel?

• Is there a maximum amount of work a steam engine might do for a given amount of
coal or wood? In which case, what might this optimal design be?

Given the importance of steam engines at that time – engines that provided mechanical power
to factories, motive power to railways, as well as releasing ships from their reliance on the
wind – this is practical stuff indeed.
As a consequence, thermodynamics is concerned with quantities that are readily measur-

able in real circumstances – quantities such as the mass of an engine, the volume of a boiler,
the temperature of the steam in a turbine. These quantities all at a ‘human scale’, they are all
macroscopic. Macroscopic quantities may be contrasted with microscopic quantities, where
in this context, the term ‘microscopic’ does not relate to what you might observe in the op-
tical instrument known as a microscope; rather, it refers to phenomena associated with the
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atomic and molecular structures of, for example, the engine, the boiler or the steam. We now
know, without any doubt, that atoms and molecules exist, and we now have a deep under-
standing of their behaviour. But when thermodynamics was developed, the concepts of atoms
and molecules were theoretical, and very much under exploration – there was at that time no
direct evidence that these invisible particles actually existed, and there were no measurements
of their properties.
One of the strengths of thermodynamics is that the intellectual framework, and verymany of

its practical applications, are rooted firmly in the macroscopic, directly observable, world. As a
consequence, thermodynamics does not rely on any assumptions or knowledge of microscopic
entities such as atoms and molecules. That said, now that we have some very powerful theor-
ies of atomic and molecular behaviour, it is often both possible, and helpful, to interpret the
macroscopically observed behaviour of real systems, as expressed and understood by thermo-
dynamics, in terms of the aggregate microscopic behaviour of large numbers of atoms and
molecules – that’s the realm of the branch of science known as statistical mechanics, which
forms a bridge between the microscopic world of the atom andmolecule, and the macroscopic
world of the readily observable.
Accordingly, much of this book will deal with the macroscopic, observable world – but on

occasion, especially when the interpretation of macroscopic behaviour is mademore insightful
by reference to what is happening at an atomic or molecular level, we’ll take a microscopic
view too.

1.3 The system, the surroundings, and the system boundary

Our universe is huge and complex, and howevermuchwemaywish to understand the universe
as a whole, we often choose to examine only a small portion of it, and seek to understand that.
The areas of study that different people might select can be very diverse in scope, and of very
different scales: so, for example, a sociologist might seek to understand the social interactions
in a city; an astrophysicist, a star; a biochemist, the structure of a protein. We use the term
system to define the domain of interest in any specific circumstance, so, for the sociologist, the
relevant system will be a chosen city; for the astrophysicist, a particular star; for the biochem-
ist, a specific protein. Everything outside the defined system constitutes the surroundings, and
the system and the surroundings collectively make up the universe. Given the distinction be-
tween the system of interest and the surroundings, we use the term system boundary to refer
to the system’s outer perimeter, defining precisely where the system meets the surroundings:
everything within the system boundary comprises the system, everything beyond it, the sur-
roundings. The system boundarymay be rigid if the system is of fixed size and shape, but this is
not a necessary condition – many systems of interest can change their size or shape, changing
the boundary accordingly.

1.4 State functions

That said, our study of thermodynamics will start with a system that does have a rigid
boundary – a system comprised of a homogeneous gas, within a sealed container, the walls
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of which are assumed to be rigid (for example, steel), rather than flexible (for example, a rub-
ber, inflatable, balloon). The interior surface of the container wall forms the system boundary,
as shown in Figure 1.1, with the container itself being in the surroundings.

System

System boundary

Surroundings

Figure 1.1 A system. This system is a gas within a sealed, rigid, container, with the system boundary being the interior wall
(as shown by the somewhat exaggerated dashed line). The gas within the container may be associated with a number of

properties, such as its massM kg, its volume V m3 and its temperature t ◦C.

At any time, any system will be associated with a number of relevant properties. So, for
example, the system of a homogeneous gas within a container will have a mass M kg (that’s
the mass of just the gas, not including the mass of the container that holds the gas), the gas
will occupy a volume V m3, and the gas will have a temperature t ◦C. Properties of a system
that can be measured at any single point in time – of which mass, volume and temperature
are three examples – are known as state functions. The simultaneous values of all the state
functions relevant to any particular system collectively define the state of the system at the time
of measurement, and a state may be represented by specifying the appropriate state function
values within square brackets as [M, V , t, . . .].

1.5 Extensive and intensive state functions

All state functions may be classified as either extensive or intensive, according to whether or
not a measurement of that state function depends on the size and scale of the system.
So, for example, a system’s volume clearly depends on how big the system is, and if an im-

aginary partition is drawn half-way across a system of volume V , this would result in two
sub-systems, each of volume V/2. Volume is therefore classified as an extensive function, as
is mass M, and to determine the value of any extensive state function, we need to make a
measurement on the system as a whole.
In contrast, an intensive state function does not require a measurement to be taken on the

system as a whole: rather, a meaningful measurement can be taken at any location within
a system. One example of an intensive state function is temperature; another is density =
mass/volume, where we see that the intensive state function, density, is the ratio of two
extensive functions, mass and volume.
In general, extensive state functions are additive, whereas many intensive state functions are

not. To illustrate this, consider two systems: the first a solid of a given material of mass M1

kg, volume V1 m3, density ρ1 = M1/V1 kg/m3 and temperature t ◦C; and the second, a solid
of a different material of mass M2 kg, volume V2 m3, density ρ2 = M2/V2 kg/m3 and at the
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same temperature t ◦C. If the two systems are combined, then, according to the Law of the
Conservation of Mass, the mass of the resulting system isM1 +M2 kg, and we would expect the
volume to be V1 +V2 m3. The density of the combined system, however, is (M1 +M2)/(V1 +V2)
kg/m3, which is not in general equal to the sum ρ1 + ρ2 = M1/V1 +M2/V2; furthermore, given
that both systems were at the same temperature t ◦C, the temperature of the combined system
is also t ◦C, and not the sum of the temperatures 2t ◦C. Extensive functions are therefore
additive, but many intensive functions are not.

1.6 The mole number n

An extensive state function that will feature strongly throughout this book is themole number
n, which specifies the number of moles of material within any given system. By definition,
1 mol of material comprises a fixed number of particles, which may be atoms, molecules or
ions, depending on the nature of the system in question. The “fixed number” is defined by the
Avogadro constant NA = 6.022141 particles mol–1. The mole number n defines how much
material is within any given system, so for example, the total massMi of a system of ni mol of
any pure substance i is given byMi = ni mi, wheremi is the mass of a single particle, this being
an atom, molecule or ion as appropriate.
As we have just seen, the value of any extensive function for any system depends on the ex-

tent of that system, where ‘extent’ is determined by howmuch material is contained within the
system. For a system comprised of a single pure substance i, all extensive functions therefore
depend linearly on the mole number ni. Accordingly, the mass M of any system is related to
the mole number n as

M = nM

in whichM, themolar mass, is the massM of a system comprising precisely 1 mol of material,
where, as before, the ‘material’ refers to the particles from which the system is composed, these
being atoms, molecules or ions as appropriate.
Our example so far has referred only to the mass M; in fact, for any system of n mol, any

extensive state function X is related to its molar equivalent by an equation of the form

X = nX (1.1a)

from which

X =
X
n (1.1b)

Equations (1.1a) and (1.1b) have a particularly important implication. Since any molar state
extensive function X is defined for a specific, fixed, quantity of material, 1 mol, then the
value of any molar extensive function X cannot depend on the extent of the correspond-
ing system – that extent is totally defined as 1 mol. Any molar extensive state function X is
therefore itself an intensive state function. It is therefore always possible to convert any exten-
sive state function X into its intensive counterpart X by dividing X by the appropriate mole
number n.
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1.7 The ‘ideal’ concept

In the previous paragraphs, we used our words carefully: so, for example, we said “in gen-
eral, state functions are directly additive . . . ”, “according to the Law of the Conservation of
Mass . . . ” and “we would expect the volume to be V1 +V2 m3”. These words might appear to
be superfluous: of course adding a mass M1 kg to a mass M2 kg results in a combined mass
of (M1 +M2) kg; of course adding a volume V1 m3 to a volume V2 m3 results in a system of
volume (V1 +V2) m3. Both of these statements are often true, but not always. So, for example,
at room temperature, if 1 m3 of pure ethanol C2H5OH is added to 1 m3 of pure water, the
resulting volume is not 2 m3 – rather, it is about 1.92 m3. And if two masses of 0.75 kg of
uranium-235 are added, the result is not a mass of 1.50 kg – it is a nuclear explosion.
Being able to add the values of extensive state functions is very useful, and so two sub-

stances are said to be ideal if the value of any extensive state function – such as the mass or the
volume – of any mixture of those two substances is the sum of the appropriate values of the
corresponding state functions of each substance in its pure state. This concept also applies to
a pure substance too, for a system comprising any given mass M kg of a pure substance is, in
principle, a mixture of two half-systems, each of massM/2 kg. All extensive state functions of
ideal substances are therefore linear with the quantity of matter, usually measured in terms of
the mole number, the number of moles of material present, as represented by the symbol n.
As will be seen throughout this book, ideal behaviour is much easier to analyse, and to

represent mathematically, than real behaviour. And although ideal behaviour is fundamen-
tally a theoretical abstraction, the behaviour of many real systems approximates to the ideal
closely enough for ideal analysis to have real practical value. Also, the theoretical foundations
of ideal behaviour act as a very sound basis for adding the additional complexities required for
a better understanding of real behaviour. We will identify some further properties of ideal sys-
tems elsewhere (see, for example, page 17); in general, throughout this book, unless explicitly
stated otherwise, all systems will be assumed to be ideal, and associated with linearly additive
extensive state functions.

1.8 Equilibrium

Suppose we observe a system over a time interval, and measure all the system’s state functions
continuously. If all the state functions maintain the same values throughout that time, then
the system is stable and unchanging – it is in equilibrium. Then, as time continues, if the
value of even just one state function changes, the system is said to have undergone a change
in state. Once again, that’s all obvious – but there is a subtlety: we haven’t specified how long
that ‘time interval’ is. If the time interval is long – say, hours, days or years – and the values
of all the state functions maintain the same values, then words such as ‘stable’, ‘unchanging’
and ‘equilibrium’ all make sense. But if the time interval is very short – say, nanoseconds –
then we would expect many systems to be ‘stable’ over this very short timescale, but not over
a somewhat longer timescale, say, a few milliseconds or seconds. This implies that, if the time
interval over which measurements are made is short enough, all systems will be identified as
stable, unchanging, in equilibrium – at which point, these concepts become unhelpful.
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To avoid this problem, this book will make the assumption that the time interval over which
any system is being observed is ‘long’ – that means seconds at the very minimum, and often in
principle hours and days – rather than ‘short’ (picoseconds, nanoseconds, milliseconds).
A special, and limited, case of equilibrium is thermal equilibrium, as happens when two

systems, or different component parts within a single system, are at the same tempera-
ture. Thermodynamic equilibrium is a broader concept, requiring all thermodynamic state
functions to be in equilibrium. It is therefore possible for a given system to be in thermal
equilibrium, but not in thermodynamic equilibrium – as, for example, happens when a gas
expands, so changing its volume, but keeping its temperature constant.
A further feature of an equilibrium state is that, at any time, the values of all intensive state

functions are the same at all locations within the system, whereas in a non-equilibrium system,
it’s likely that at least one intensive state function will have different values at different loca-
tions. As an example, consider a system composed of a block of metal at a higher temperature,
placed in direct physical contact with a block of an equal mass of the same metal at a lower
temperature, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Originally hot Originally cool

System boundary

Figure 1.2 A system which is not in equilibrium. This system comprises a hotter block of metal (on the left) in contact
with a cooler block of the same mass of the same metal (on the right). Over time, although the mass and volume of this

system both remain constant, the temperature at any specific location in the system will change as the originally hotter block
becomes cooler, and the originally cooler block becomes hotter. Furthermore, at any one time, the temperature will be
different at different locations. Ultimately, both blocks will assume the same temperature, and that temperature will be

uniform throughout the system: the system will then be in equilibrium.

An observer of this system would notice that, as time passes, the hotter block becomes
cooler, and the cooler one hotter. Although the mass of the system remains constant, as does
the volume (assuming that any thermal expansion or compression is negligible), the tempera-
ture at any single location within the system changes over time; furthermore, at any one time,
the temperature will be different at different locations within the system. These observations
verify that the system is not in equilibrium. Ultimately, the system arrives at a state in which,
at any location, the temperature no longer changes over time; furthermore, throughout the
system, the temperature has the same value. Thermal, and thermodynamic, equilibrium have
now been achieved.
Equilibrium is an important concept since it underpins measurement: if a system is not

in equilibrium, then the values of at least one state function will be changing over time; fur-
thermore, at any one time, it is also likely that at least one intensive state function will have
different values in different locations within the system. Under these conditions, it is impos-
sible to make statements of the form “the value of [this] state function is [this number]”, and so
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the state of the system, as expressed by the set of values of that system’s state functions, cannot
be defined. The assumption made throughout this book is therefore that, unless specifically
otherwise stated, measurements of any system refer to equilibrium states of that system, and
the corresponding value of any state function, extensive or intensive, is an equilibrium value.
The study of the thermodynamics of equilibrium states, and of changes from one equi-

librium state to another, is, unsurprisingly, known as equilibrium thermodynamics. During
the mid-twentieth century, the concepts of equilibrium thermodynamics were enhanced and
enriched to encompass the behaviour of non-equilibrium states, and for his pioneering con-
tributions to the development non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the Belgian scientist Ilya
Prigogine was awarded the 1977 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Non-equilibrium thermodynam-
ics is a fascinating branch of science, and still very much an active area of research, with
applications to a diversity of fields such as biochemistry and even economics, but beyond
the scope of this book – for further information, please refer to the titles suggested in the
references.

1.9 Changes in state

1.9.1 Identifying changes in state

Consider now the system illustrated in Figure 1.3, which comprises a homogeneous gas within
a cylinder fitted with a piston, rather like the cylinder and piston in an internal combustion
engine, or a conventional hand-operated pump for inflating the tyres on a bicycle. Let’s assume
that there is no friction between the piston and the cylinder; let’s also assume that the walls of
the cylinder are impermeable and that the piston is very close-fitting, so that nothing can get
into, or leave, the interior of the cylinder, either through the walls or by leaking past the piston.
But unlike the system shown in Figure 1.1, which has a rigid boundary and a fixed volume, the
system in Figure 1.3 has a flexible boundary and can change its volume as the piston moves
inwards or outwards.

System boundary
(a)

Peg 1 Peg 2

Volume
V1

(b)

System boundary

Peg 1 Peg 2

Volume
V2

Figure 1.3 A change in state. This system is a gas enclosed in a cylinder fitted with a moveable, frictionless, piston. In (a),
the piston is held in place by peg 1, and the volume is V1 ; in (b), the piston has moved to the right, and is now held in place

by peg 2. The volume of the system has increased to V2 , and there has been a change in state.
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Suppose that the piston is held in place by peg 1, as shown in Figure 1.3(a), and that the gas
inside the cylinder is in equilibrium. Suppose further that we measure the value of the state
function mass to beM1 and value of the state function volume to be V1.
If peg 1 is then taken away, let us suppose, with reference to Figure 1.3(b), that the piston

moves a small distance to the right, until it stops at peg 2. Instantaneously after peg 1 is taken
away and the piston moves, the gas is turbulent and not in equilibrium, but very soon after
the piston has stopped at peg 2, the gas returns to equilibrium. Given our assumptions that
the walls of the cylinder are impermeable, and that the piston doesn’t allow leaks, the mass of
the gas is still M1; but since the gas has expanded, the volume will now be measured as V2,
which will be larger than the original measurement V1. The value of the state function volume
V has changed, from which we infer that the system has undergone a change in state.

1.9.2 Measuring changes in state

Themeasurement of changes in state is central to thermodynamics, which adopts a convention
as to how the corresponding change in any state function is represented. So, for example, a
change in volume, represented by �V , is defined as

�V = V2 – V1 (1.2a)

in which the initial value V1 is subtracted from the final value V2: importantly, the subtraction
is always that way around

change in state function = value of state function in final state

– value of state function in initial state

This convention implies that all changes in state functions are signed, algebraic, quantities
that convey particular meaning. So, for example, if a gas expands, so that V2 is greater than V1,
then �V = V2 – V1 is a positive number; conversely, if the value of �V as associated with any
particular change is known to be positive, then we may infer that the volume of the system has
expanded. Similarly, if a gas is compressed, so that V2 is less than V1, then �V = V2 – V1 is
a negative number; conversely, if the value of �V as associated with any particular change is
known to be negative, then we may infer that the volume of the system has contracted.
The symbol � is used for macroscopic changes, such as those that are readily measureable.

Sometimes, especially in the development of the theory of thermodynamics, it is useful to con-
sider very small, or even infinitesimally small, changes: accordingly, small changes in state
functions are conventionally represented using the symbol δ, for example δV , and infinitesi-
mally small changes are represented by the symbol d, for example dV . As with the definition
of the macroscopic change �V , as expressed by equation (1.2a), both small changes δV and
infinitesimal changes dV are defined as (value of state function in final state) – (value of state
function in initial state), and are signed algebraic quantities.
Macroscopic changes �X for the change in any state function X from state [1] to state [2]

can also be represented as the summation of small changes as

�X =
state [2]∑
state [1]

δX = X2 – X1 (1.2b)
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or as an integral of infinitesimal changes as

�X =
state [2]∫

state [1]

dX = X2 – X1 (1.2c)

The fact that expression defined by equation (1.2c) can be integrated directly to give a result of
the form X2 – X1 implies that dX is what is known mathematically as an exact differential.

1.9.3 Changes in state can followmany different paths

Suppose that we observe a system in equilibrium, and measure the volume as V1. Sometime
later, we observe the system again, and measure the volume V2, from which we can infer, as we
have seen, that the system has undergone a change in state, the change in volume being �V =
V2 – V1. We can verify that a change in state has indeed taken place, but how did that change
happen? How might we gain some insight as to what took place between the initial state, V1,
and the final state V2? The answer to these questions is that the measurement of the change
in volume �V gives no information whatsoever about the change itself : the observation of
the initial state, V1, and of the final state V2, associated with the calculation of �V = V2 – V1,
tells us only about the overall change in state, but nothing about how that change took place,
nothing about the path taken.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.4, which shows a change in state from an initial volume V1 to

a final volume V2. This could happen as a single step, as indicated by path 1; alternatively, the

Path 2

Path 1

Path 2

Volume
V1

Volume
V2

Volume
V3

Figure 1.4 A change in a state function is independent of the path of the change. For a change in state from V1 to V2 ,
the change in volume �V = V2 – V1 is the same, no matter what path is followed.
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change could have taken place firstly by compressing the gas to an intermediate equilibrium
state with a smaller volume V3, followed by an expansion to the final state with volume V2, as
indicated by path 2. Both paths lead from the same initial state of volume V1 to the same final
state of volume V2; both paths have the same change in volume �V = V1 – V2. The actual
paths taken, however, were different – but measurements of the volume V in the initial and
final states can give no information as to whether path 1 was followed, or path 2. Paths 1 and 2,
as shown in Figure 1.4, are of course just two possibilities – anything might have happened.
The change in volume �V , however, is determined solely by values of the volume V in the
initial and final states, regardless of what has happened as the change in state took place, and
this applies to all state functions: state functions have no ‘memory’ of how the system has
evolved – they simply describe the state of the system as it is at the time of measurement.

1.10 The surroundings have state functions too

Most of our attention, quite understandably, is on the system of interest, and on the state func-
tions that describe that system at any time. It’s worth noting, however, that the surroundings
are characterised by state functions too – and although the measurement of an extensive func-
tion such as volume might be problematic (the surroundings, in principle, extend to the edge
of the universe!), no such problems arise with the measurement of intensive functions, such as
temperature, since their values are independent of size.
The measurement of the state functions of the surroundings is of especial relevance in con-

nection with a particular type of path. We have already seen that a change in state for a system
can take place along any number of paths, and it so happens that one particular type of path is
especially important, a path known as a reversible path. We’ll explore the properties of revers-
ible paths in more detail later (see pages 117 to 126) – but one feature of a reversible path is
relevant here: a reversible path is a path which, when reversed, returns both the system and the
surroundings to their original states, implying that all the state functions, for both the system
and the surroundings, are restored to their original values.

1.11 Pressure

1.11.1 Pressure is an intensive state function

With reference to Figure 1.5(a), the piston of the cylinder containing the gas is held in place by
peg 1. Suppose that the surroundings of the cylinder are a vacuum. What would we observe if
peg 1 is removed?
What would happen is that, as soon as the peg is removed, the piston would move to the

right, and probably quite quickly too (the piston is assumed to be frictionless), until the piston
is stopped by peg 2, as shown in Figure 1.5(b). Why does the piston move?
The fact that the piston, which was originally at rest (and so has a velocity of zero), starts

to move (and so has a non-zero velocity) implies that it accelerates, from which, according to
Newton’s Second Law of Motion, we infer that the piston was subject to a force. This force
must come from the gas within the cylinder, and be a force which is exerted over the internal
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Peg 1

(a) (b)

Peg 2

Vacuum

Peg 1 Peg 2

Vacuum

Figure 1.5 Expansion against a vacuum. The piston is initially held in place by peg 1 as in Figure 1.5(a). When peg 1 is
removed, the piston moves to the right until stopped by peg 2, as in Figure 1.5(b).

surface of piston. If this force is F N, and if the area of the inner surface of the piston is Am2,
then we can define the pressure P exerted by the gas on the piston as

P =
F
A Pa

and the force F is given by

F = PA N

The pressure P is a property of the system, it can be measured at any point in time, and its
value does not depend on the size of the system – all of which imply that pressure P is an in-
tensive state function. The unit of pressure measurement is the Pascal, named after the French
mathematician and physicist, Blaise Pascal, with 1 Pa = 1 N m–2.
In Figure 1.5 (a), when peg 1 is in place securing the piston, the piston does notmove because

the force exerted by the gas on the internal surface of the piston is counterbalanced by the
force exerted by the peg on the external surface of the piston, so holding the piston in position.
When peg 1 is removed, this restraining force is no longer present; furthermore, because the
surroundings are a vacuum, and the piston is assumed to be frictionless, there is no longer any
opposing force at all, and so the piston moves to the right in Figure 1.5(b), until it is stopped
by peg 2.
If, however, the surroundings are not a vacuum, but also gaseous – say the atmosphere –

then the surroundings will exert a pressure Pex on the external surface of the piston. If the
external surface area of the piston is the same as the internal surface area, A m2, then the
external force, acting on the piston from right to left in Figure 1.6, is Pex A N. When peg 1 is
removed, and in the absence of any friction, the net force FL→R acting on the piston, from left
to right in Figure 1.6, is therefore given by

FL→R = PA – PexA = (P – Pex)A

If the internal pressure P and the external pressure Pex are equal, then (P – Pex) = 0, implying
that FL→R = 0. There is no net force on the piston, and so the piston does not move.
If, however, the internal pressure P is greater than the external pressure Pex

P > Pex
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Peg 1 Peg 2

Pex

PexP

P

Figure 1.6 Pressure difference. If the pressure P exerted by the gas on the inner surface of the piston is greater than the
pressure Pex exerted by the surroundings on the outer surface of the piston, when peg 1 is removed, the piston will move to

the right.

then the net force FL→R is positive, and so the piston will move from left to right in Figure 1.6;
but if

P < Pex

the net force FL→R is negative, and so the piston will move from right to left in Figure 1.6.
The movement of the piston, and the direction of that movement, therefore depends on the
pressure difference (P – Pex) between the gas inside the piston and the pressure exerted by the
surroundings.

1.11.2 Atmospheric pressure

As just noted, the gases in the earth’s atmosphere exert pressure on the earth’s surface – and on
us too, but we usually don’t notice it because the interior of our bodies are at the same pres-
sure. The actual pressure exerted by the atmosphere depends on a number of circumstances,
for example, the local weather and the altitude (which is when we do notice things – in an
aeroplane, or sometimes in the lift in a high building, we experience our ears ‘popping’ as
the pressure inside our bodies equilibrates with the external pressure), so the term standard
atmospheric pressure, sometimes (and rather inaccurately) abbreviated to atmospheric pres-
sure, or expressed as the unit-of-measure one atmosphere, is a reference pressure defined as
101,325 Pa, this being a representative value of the average atmospheric pressure at sea level.
Since 101,325 is rather a clumsy number, a numerically simpler, but nearby, unit-of-measure,
the bar, defined as 105 Pa, is commonly used in thermodynamics, especially in applications
associated with engineering.

1.11.3 Boyle’s Law – an equation-of-state

The study of the atmosphere plays an important part in the early development of thermo-
dynamics, and indeed of modern science, for in the 1660s, a number of scientists were studying
how the pressure of a specific quantity of air changed as its volume changed. Some careful
experiments were carried out in which a specific mass of air was allowed to come to equi-
librium, and measurements made of the air’s pressure, say, P1, and volume, V1. The pressure
was then changed to a new value P2, and the air once again allowed to come to equilibrium,
taking care to ensure that the temperature of the air remained constant throughout. Once the
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air had regained equilibrium (which it did quite quickly), the new volume V2 was recorded.
This procedure was repeated several times, so producing a set of pairs of [P1, V2], [P2, V2], . . . ,
[Pn, Vn], . . . , each pair representing the simultaneous values of the two state functions P and V
at successive, different, equilibrium states of the system, all of which were at the same tempera-
ture. The results were striking: for a given mass of air, the values Pn and Vn were all different,
but the product PnVn for any pair of simultaneous values turned out to be the same number:

PV = a constant, for a fixed mass of air at constant temperature (1.3)

This relationship, now known as Boyle’s Law (after Robert Boyle, one of the scientists in-
volved), shows that, for a system comprising a fixed mass of air at constant temperature, the
simultaneous values of the two state functions, pressure P and volumeV , are not independent,
but are related to one another by a simple equation. This implies that if the value of either of
the state functions P or V is known, the corresponding value of the other can be calculated, so
enabling us to predict the behaviour of the system – and the ability to predict with confidence
is at the very heart of science. Equations that show how different state functions of a single
system are related to one another are known as equations-of-state, of which Boyle’s Law is
our first example.

1.12 The ideal gas

Careful experimentation, using different gases at wide ranges of pressure, demonstrates that
Boyle’s Law is not universally true – for example, at a temperature of 150 ◦C and a pressure of
1 atmosphere, water exists as a gas, and for small variations of pressure, Boyle’s Law will hold.
But as the pressure is increased, and the volume decreases, keeping the temperature constant
at 150 ◦C as required for Boyle’s Law, a point is reached at which the behaviour of the gas devi-
ates significantly from that predicted by Boyle’s Law, and ultimately – even at 150 ◦C – a great
enough pressure (in fact, not so great – rather less than 5 times normal atmospheric pressure)
causes the gas to condense as liquid water, at which point Boyle’s Law has no validity at all.
In reality, Boyle’s Law is an approximation, and an approximation that usually works better
for lower pressures (and greater volumes) than higher pressures (and smaller volumes). Vari-
ous modifications and extensions have been made to Boyle’s Law, resulting in more complex
equations-of-state for gases that have broader applicability: one, relatively simple, example is
the van der Waals equation, which can be written as(

P +
a
V2

)
(V – b) = c (1.4)

where, for a given mass of gas at a constant temperature, a, b and c are constants; some rather
more complex equations-of-state for real gases are given on page 50, and the considerably
more complex equations-of-state for solids and liquids are best found in texts on condensed
matter physics.
To avoid mathematical complexity, it is very helpful to invoke the concept of the ideal (or

perfect) gas. Although an ideal gas does not exist in reality, it does provide a very useful ‘model’
for the development of theory, and so whenever we use the term ‘gas’ in this book, we are
referring to an ideal gas.
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Formally, an ideal gas is one whose molecules

• occupy zero volume
• are spherical
• undergo elastic collisions, and
• have no mutual interactions, however far apart or close together.

Most importantly, for an ideal gas, Boyle’s Law, equation (1.3), is valid unconditionally, and,
as we shall see in this book, this opens the door to the identification of many other important
properties of an ideal gas too – properties that give great insight into the behaviour of real
systems.

1.13 Pressure – a molecular interpretation

To understand more richly why gases exert pressure, we need to consider what is happening
at a microscopic, molecular, level. Imagine that the cylinder containing an ideal gas is made
of glass, and that the gas has a slight colour. With reference to Figure 1.5, when the piston is
held in position towards the left by peg 1, we will see the colour uniformly spread throughout
the available space within the cylinder, showing that the gas fills the entire volume. Now think
what we would see if peg 1 is removed, and the pistonmoves to the right to the position defined
by peg 2, so allowing the gas to occupy a larger volume. After some initial turbulence, we will
see a uniform colour filling the entire, larger, space. From this observation, we can infer that
the individual gas molecules are able to move – and move very quickly – over macroscopic,
easily observable, distances: if they were not able to move, or if they were able to move only
very slowly, the colour would stay ‘bunched up’ within the volume as defined by the original
position of the piston, even after the piston has moved.
The fact that the molecules can move implies that each molecule has a velocity of magnitude

v, and, since each molecule also has mass m, each molecule has a corresponding momen-
tum of magnitude mv. So before peg 1 is removed, in accordance with Newton’s First Law of
Motion, anymolecule will bemoving with its appropriate velocity in a straight line, until some-
thing happens – for example, an elastic collision (by assumption, the molecules of an ideal gas
undergo elastic collisions) with another molecule, as a result of which the two colliding mol-
ecules move off in different directions, according to the law of conservation ofmomentum. But
instead of colliding with another molecule, a given molecule might undergo an elastic collision
with a wall of the cylinder, or the inside surface of the piston. Since the walls of the cylinder
are rigid, and the piston is held in position by peg 1, the molecule will bounce back, once again
according to the law of conservation of momentum.
Figure 1.7 shows the collision of a molecule of mass m with the inner surface of the piston.

The molecule approaches the piston at an angle θ , implying that the component of the velocity
parallel to the surface of the piston is v sin θ (downwards in Figure 1.7), and that the compo-
nent perpendicular to the surface of the piston is v cos θ (from left to right in Figure 1.7). At
the collision, which takes place over a very brief time period δτ , themolecule bounces back, but
the piston, being held in place by peg 1, and vastly more massive than the molecule, does not
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Peg 1 Peg 2

ν

ν

θ

Figure 1.7 Pressure is attributable to molecular collisions. When a molecule of mass m collides with the interior surface
of the piston, it undergoes a change in momentum of –2 mv sin θ . This results in a tiny force on the piston. Pressure is the

macroscopic effect of all these molecular collisions.

move, nor does the container. If the collision is elastic, so that there is no loss of kinetic energy,
then, after the collision, the component of the molecule’s velocity parallel to the surface of the
piston is unchanged, but the component perpendicular to the surface of the piston becomes
–v sin θ , with the – sign indicating that the molecule is now moving, in Figure 1.7, from right
to left. During the collision, themolecule therefore undergoes a change inmomentum given by

Change in momentum = New momentum – Old momentum = –2mv sin θ

Now, Newton’s Second Law of Motion can be stated as “force equals the rate of change in
momentum”, implying that, during the collision, themolecule experiences, very briefly, a force
of magnitude –2 mv sin θ /δτ , in which the – sign indicates that this force is from right to left
in Figure 1.7, so explaining why the molecule bounces back. We now invoke Newton’s Third
Law of Motion, which tells us that “to every action, there is an equal an opposite reaction”.
So, if the piston exerts a force of –2 mv sin θ /δτ on the molecule so causing it to bounce
back, then the molecule exerts an equal and opposite force of +2 mv sin θ /δτ on the piston,
the + sign indicating that this force is from left to right in Figure 1.7. Each molecular collision
therefore exerts a tiny force on the piston – just like the impact of a tennis ball on a tennis
racket. Macroscopically, the huge number of molecular collisions each second results in the
total force exerted not only on the piston, but on all the walls of the cylinder too – hence the
measurable pressure P.

EXERCISES

1. Write down clear, complete, and precise definitions of:
� system
� surroundings
� boundary
� state
� state function
� extensive state function
� intensive state function
� change in state
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� path
� pressure
� equation-of-state.

2. Classify the following state functions as either extensive or intensive:
� mass
� molar volume
� temperature
� volume
� pressure
� surface area
� density
� mole number
� molar concentration (the number of moles of a pure substance, say, sucrose, dissolved in

a given volume, say, 1 m3, of a solute such as pure water).
3. You are observing a system. How would you determine whether the system is, or is not,

in equilibrium?
4. You are observing a system of a given mass of a gas, and make a series of measurements

of the system pressure P for a number of equilibrium states:

State Pressure P, Pa

[1] 1.01325 × 105

[2] 1.00000 × 105

[3] 0.81300 × 105

[4] 2.40000 × 105

[5] 1.25000 × 105

[6] 0.65000 × 105

What is the change �P in the system pressure for the following changes in state:
� From state [1] to state [3]?
� From state [3] to state [1]?
� From state [4] to state [5]?
� From state [4] to state [6]?
� From state [6] to state [5]?
� From state [6], via state [5], to state [4]?
� From state [4], via state [2], then state [5], then state [1], to state [3]?
� From state [3], via state [1], then state [5], then state [2], then state [6], then state [1], then

state [4], to state [3]?
5. What are the key characteristics of an ideal gas?
6. A given mass of an ideal gas, within a given volume, exerts a pressure P. If the average

molecular velocity doubles, what pressure does the gas now exert? Why? What do you
think might cause the average molecular velocity to increase?
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small. The reaction will therefore proceed only very slowly, if at all, even though, thermodynamically, the

reaction is spontaneous.

If the temperature T is increased, the reaction rate k(T) will also increase, possibly very substantially,

and so the thermodynamic equilibrium composition will be reached more quickly; that equilibrium

composition, however, is also temperature-dependent, according to the van’t Hoff equation, equation

(14.31a).

14.1 Chemical reactions

So far in this book, we have been dealing with changes in state of the form

state [1] → state [2]

and the associated changes in a variety of state functions, as represented by, for example, �P,
�V , �T, �U, �H, �S and �G. One of the (usually unstated) assumptions has been that
state [1] changes to state [2] completely, and that an initial state [1], which existed ‘earlier’, is
replaced, some time ‘later’, in its entirety, by state [2], which then remains stable over time. So,
previous examples have included an ideal gas in half-a-cylinder (state [1]) which expands into
a vacuum to fill the cylinder (state [2]), or two blocks at different temperatures (state [1]) that
mutually change their temperatures so that the temperature becomes uniform (state [2]). Our
analysis of spontaneity took this further by identifying that spontaneous changes are those
in which state [1] is an unstable non-equilibrium state, which changes unidirectionally and
irreversibly into state [2], a stable equilibrium state.
In chemistry, a reaction written as

AgNO3 (aq) + NaI (aq) → AgI (s) + NaNO3 (aq)

suggests that there is an initial state [1], comprising 1 mol of AgNO3 (aq), 1 mol of
NaI (aq), 0 mol of AgI (s), and 0 mol of NaNO3 (aq), such that the initial mixture
of AgNO3 (aq) and NaI (aq) reacts to form a final state [2], comprising 0 mol of
AgNO3 (aq), 0 mol of NaI (aq), 1 mol of AgI (s), and 1 mol of NaNO3 (aq). In this reaction,
state [1], the mixture of only AgNO3 (aq) and NaI (aq), is the initial, unstable, non-equilibrium
state, and state [2], the mixture of only AgI (s) and NaNO3 (aq), is the final, stable, equilibrium
state. This chemical reaction is not only spontaneous, unidirectional and irreversible, but it
also ‘goes to completion’ as written, in that all the reagents on the left-hand side react in their
totality to form the products shown on the right-hand side, and the reverse reaction

AgI (s) + NaNO3 (aq) → AgNO3 (aq) + NaI (aq)

just doesn’t happen.
Many chemical reactions, however, behave differently, in that an initial state [1] comprising

a mixture of amol of A and bmol of B do indeed react spontaneously, but the final equilibrium
state is not a mixture of C and D only, but rather a mixture of all four compounds A, B, C
and D, where the relative proportions of A, B, C and D in the equilibrium mixture (at any
given temperature and pressure) are well-defined. Furthermore, at the same temperature and
pressure, an initial mixture of c mol of C and d mol of D will react spontaneously to yield the
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same equilibrium mixture of A, B, C and D as resulted from the initial state of a mol of A and
bmol of B.
This implies that the ‘forward’ reaction

aA + bB → cC + dD

and the ‘reverse’ reaction

cC + dD → aA + bB

are taking place simultaneously, and that the reaction-pair is best represented as the reversible
reaction

aA + bB � cC + dD

At any time, the system comprises a mixture of the pure components A, B, C and D, and as
the reaction progresses, the quantities of these components mutually change, as determined
by the stoichiometry of the reaction. So, at time τ = 0, the system comprises a mol of A, b
mol of B, 0 mol of C and 0 mol of D, which we may represent as [a, b, 0, 0]; if the reaction
goes to completion, at time τ = T , the final state of the system is [0, 0, c, d]; and if, at some
intermediate time τ , the system instantaneously contains ni(τ ) moles of component i, then the
instantaneous state of the system at that timemay be represented as [nA(τ ), nB(τ ), nC(τ ), nD(τ )].
If A, B, C and D are all ideal gases, then, at any time τ , each component i exerts a corres-

ponding partial pressure pi(τ ), where this partial pressure changes over time, as the quantity
of component i in the reaction mixture changes as the reaction progresses. As we saw on page
400, at any given temperature T, we can use equation (13.47d)

G = G––◦ + RT ln
P
P––◦ (13.47d)

to express the instantaneous value Gi(τ ) of the Gibbs free energy of component i at time τ

in terms of the corresponding mole number ni(τ ), partial pressure pi(τ ), and standard molar
Gibbs free energy Gi

––◦ as

Gi(τ ) = ni(τ )Gi(τ ) = ni(τ )Gi
––◦ + ni(τ )RT ln

pi(τ )
P––◦

The standard pressure Pi
––◦ = 1 bar for all components i, and so we may write

Gi(τ ) = ni(τ )Gi(τ ) = ni(τ )Gi
––◦ + ni(τ )RT ln pi(τ )

and it is this less cluttered ‘shorthand’ form that we will use in this section.
Since the system, and themixture, is ideal, the total Gibbs free energyGsys(τ ) of the system at

any time τ is the linear sum of the instantaneous Gibbs free energies of each of the components

Gsys(τ ) = GA(τ ) + GB(τ ) + GC(τ ) + GD(τ )

= nA(τ )GA(τ ) + nB(τ )GB(τ ) + nC(τ )GC(τ ) + nD(τ )GD(τ )

and so

Gsys(τ ) = nA(τ )GA
––◦ + nA(τ )RT ln pA(τ )

+ nB(τ )GB
––◦ + nB(τ )RT ln pB(τ )

+ nC(τ )GC
––◦ + nC(τ )RT ln pC(τ )

+ nD(τ )GD
––◦ + nD(τ )RT ln pD(τ )
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This equation is rather messy, but it is, in principle, very simple: the total Gibbs free energyGsys

of the reaction mixture is expressed as Gsys(τ ) so as to recognise that this changes over time
as the reaction progresses; Gsys(τ ) is expressed as a linear sum of the instantaneous Gibbs free
energies Gi(τ ) of each component i; and each Gi(τ ) depends on the molar Gibbs free energy
Gi

––◦ of component i, the quantity of component i in the mixture at time τ , as determined by
the mole number ni(τ ), and the corresponding partial pressure pi(τ ).
Furthermore, as we saw on page 397, for any component i, Gi

––◦ – ‘the’ molar Gibbs free
energy of that component in its standard state – is in fact equal to that component’s molar
Gibbs free energy of formation �f Gi

––◦ , enabling us to define Gsys(τ ) as

Gsys(τ ) = nA(τ ) �f GA
––◦ + nA(τ ) RT ln pA(τ )

+ nB(τ ) �f GB
––◦ + nB(τ ) RT ln pB(τ )

+ nC(τ ) �f GC
––◦ + nC(τ ) RT ln pC(τ )

+ nD(τ ) �f GD
––◦ + nD(τ ) RT ln pD(τ ) (14.1)

always bearing in mind that each term pi(τ ) is in fact ‘shorthand’ for the ratio pi(τ )/Pi
––◦ .

14.2 How Gsys(τ ) varies over time

Equation (14.1) is the fundamental equation that describes how all chemical reactions take
place. In its current form, however, is it rather uninformative, so the purpose of this section is
to examine how equation (14.1) behaves. Our analysis here will apply to a gas phase reaction, in
which all the components A, B, C and D are assumed to be ideal gases, undergoing a reaction
at a constant temperature T and a constant pressure of 1 bar, as is consistent with normal
laboratory conditions. The analysis will be extended to reactions taking place in solution in
Chapter 16, and non-ideal conditions will be addressed in Chapter 22.
The analysis that follows is mathematical, and, though not difficult, is quite complicated.We

trust our approach is intelligible; those less confident in mathematics might wish to skim-read
the equations – but do pay attention to the diagrams, and the accompanying descriptions.
The central feature of the analysis is to determine the state of the system at some time τ ,

by which time a fraction ξ (τ ) of the original a moles of A have reacted. At time τ = 0, the
reaction has not yet started, and so no A has reacted, implying that ξ (τ ) = 0; if the reaction has
gone to completion by time τ = T , then all the originally present A has reacted, and ξ (τ ) = 1;
at some intermediate time τ , the number of moles of A that have reacted, and have therefore
‘disappeared’, is given by a ξ (τ ), and the remaining number nA(τ ) of as-yet unreacted moles of
A is therefore a (1 – ξ (τ )).
Given the stoichiometry of the gas phase reaction

aA + bB � cC + dD

then a moment’s thought will verify that

nA(τ ) = a (1 – ξ ) (14.2a)

nB(τ ) = b (1 – ξ ) (14.2b)

nC(τ ) = c ξ (14.2c)

nD(τ ) = d ξ (14.2d)

in which, to reduce the clutter, ξ stands for ξ (τ ).
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We now derive some expressions for each of the instantaneous partial pressures pi(τ ). To do
this, we remember that each component A, B, C and D is ideal, implying that each component
obeys Dalton’s law of partial pressures (see page 48), such that, for each component i

pi(τ ) = ni(τ )
RT
V (τ )

(3.3)

whereV(τ ) is the instantaneous volume of the total system (which will, in general, change over
time since the reaction takes place at a constant pressure of 1 bar).
Adding the partial pressures pi(τ ) for all the components∑

i

pi(τ ) =
RT
V (τ )

∑
i

ni(τ ) = P (14.3)

where P is the total pressure of the system, which is maintained constant throughout the
reaction.
A consequence of equation (14.3) is that

RT
V (τ )

=
P∑

i
ni(τ )

and so, substituting for RT/V(τ ) in equation (3.3), we derive an expression for the instantan-
eous partial pressures pi(τ ) in terms of the instantaneous mole numbers ni(τ )

pi(τ ) =
ni(τ )∑
i
ni(τ )

P (14.4)

The ratio ni(τ )/
∑
i
ni(τ ) represents the number of moles of component i within the mixture

relative to the total number of moles of all components. This ratio is known as the mole
fraction, xi(τ ) of component i, which we met in Chapter 6

xi(τ ) =
ni(τ )∑
i
ni(τ )

(6.18)

Reference to equations (14.2) will verify that∑
i

ni(τ ) = (a + b) + ξ [(c + d) – (a + b)] = (a + b) + ξ�n (14.5)

where, as we saw on page 160

�n = [(c + d) – (a + b)] (6.15)

Using equations (14.2), (14.4) and (14.5), we may therefore express the partial pressures pi(τ )
as

pA(τ ) =
nA(τ )∑
i
ni(τ )

P =
a (1 – ξ )

(a + b) + ξ�n
P (14.6a)

pB(τ ) =
nB(τ )∑
i
ni(τ )

P =
b (1 – ξ )

(a + b) + ξ�n
P (14.6b)
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pC(τ ) =
nC(τ )∑
i
ni(τ )

P =
c ξ

(a + b) + ξ�n
P (14.6c)

pD(τ ) =
nD(τ )∑
i
ni(τ )

P =
d ξ

(a + b) + ξ�n
P (14.6d)

In equations (14.2) and (14.6), a, b, c, d and �n are all constants, determined by the
stoichiometry of the chemical reaction

aA + bB � cC + dD

under study, and P is the constant pressure (often 1 bar) at which reaction takes place. The
only variable is therefore ξ – the fraction of molecules of A that have reacted over the time
from time 0 to time τ . Equations (14.2) and (14.6) can now be used to substitute for the cor-
responding variables ni(τ ) and pi(τ ) in equation (14.1) for the total Gibbs free energy Gsys of
the reaction mixture. When we do this, the result will contain only a single variable ξ – all the
other parameters (the stoichiometric mole numbers a, b, c and d, and the various standard
Gibbs free energies Gi

––◦ ) are, for any given reaction, constants. Gsys can therefore be written as
Gsys(ξ ), emphasising that the value of Gsys (at any given temperature T, and at a pressure of
1 bar) depends on the variable ξ , which is a measure of how far the reaction has progressed,
this being the extent-of-reaction, from ξ = 0 (the reaction hasn’t yet started) to ξ = 1 (the
reaction has gone to completion to the right as written).
When we actually make the substitutions of equations (14.2) and (14.6) into equation (14.1),

the result looks hugely complicated – but, in fact, it isn’t: it is the sum of a number of terms,
corresponding to each of the components taking part in the reaction, and the only variable is
ξ – all the other parameters are constants. Take a deep breath:

Gsys(ξ ) = a (1 – ξ )�f GA
––◦ + a (1 – ξ )RT ln

a (1 – ξ )P
(a + b) + ξ�n

+ b (1 – ξ )�f GB
––◦ + b (1 – ξ )RT ln

b (1 – ξ )P
(a + b) + ξ�n

+ c ξ�f GC
––◦ + c ξRT ln

c ξP
(a + b) + ξ�n

+ d ξ�f GD
––◦ + d ξRT ln

d ξP
(a + b) + ξ�n

(14.7)

It is quite impossible to look at equation (14.7) and gain an intuitive understanding of how
it behaves. But it is possible to capture equation (14.7) in a spreadsheet, and explore how, for
any given reaction, Gsys(ξ ) changes as ξ changes from 0 to 1. When this is done, the results are
quite surprising: although the details are different depending on which reaction is chosen, the
generalised behaviour of equation (14.7) is such that there are only three types of result: two of
which are shown in Figure 14.1.
In Figure 14.1(a), the system Gibbs free energy Gsys(ξ ) continually decreases as the reaction

progresses from the initial state [a, b, 0, 0] of pure A and B to a final state [0, 0, c, d] of pure C
and D. Because the curve is downwards sloping along its entire length, the value of Gsys(ξ ) for
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(a) (b)

System Gibbs free 
energy Gsys(ξ)

System Gibbs free 
energy Gsys(ξ)

[0, 0, c, d ] [0, 0, c, d] [a, b, 0, 0] [a, b, 0, 0]

Extent-of-reaction ξ Extent-of-reaction ξ

Figure 14.1 Reactions that go to completion. These diagrams show two (of three) possible behaviours of equation (14.7)
for the total Gibbs free energy Gsys(ξ ) of the chemical system corresponding to the reaction aA + bB → cC + dD. Figure (a)
corresponds to the case in which the reaction aA + bB → cC + dD spontaneously goes to completion in the direction as

written; figure(b) is the case in which the reverse reaction cC + dD → aA + bB goes to completion. See also Figure 14.2 for the
third behaviour of Gsys(ξ ).

any value of ξ will always be slightly greater than the value of Gsys(ξ + δξ ), corresponding to
the reaction which has progressed by an incremental amount δξ . The change from state [ξ ]
to state [ξ + δξ ] therefore corresponds to a value of �G = Gsys(ξ + δξ ) – Gsys(ξ ) which is
always negative. This incremental change is therefore spontaneous for all values of ξ from 0
to 1, implying that the overall reaction proceeds spontaneously to completion in the direction
as written, as happens, for example, for the reaction

CH4 (g) + 2O2 (g) → CO2 (g) + 2H2O (g)

The graph shown in Figure 14.1(a) is essentially linear; this is a particular case of a more
general, downwards sloping, but gently curved, behaviour.
Figure 14.1(b) illustrates the opposite case: a reaction in which Gsys(ξ ) increases continu-

ously as the reaction progresses. Any change from a state [ξ ] to a neighbouring state [ξ + δξ ]
therefore corresponds to a value of �G = Gsys(ξ + δξ ) – Gsys(ξ ) which is always positive, and
so will not happen spontaneously as written – but the reverse reaction is spontaneous. This
corresponds to a reaction such as

CO2 (g) + 2H2O (g) → CH4 (g) + 2O2 (g)

As with Figure 14.1(a), the linear form of the graph shown in Figure 14.1(b) is a particular case
of a more general, upwards sloping, gently curved, behaviour.
So, to develop matters further, consider a generalised gas phase reaction

aA + bB � cC + dD

for which the total Gibbs free energy of the reactants is a �f GA
––◦ + b �f GB

––◦ , and of the
products, c �f GC

––◦ + d �f GD
––◦ . If

c �f GC
––◦ + d �f GD

––◦ < a �f GA
––◦ + b �f GB

––◦
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then is the reaction spontaneous, to completion to the right as written? And if

c �f GC
––◦ + d �f GD

––◦ > a �f GA
––◦ + b �f GB

––◦

is the reaction to the left spontaneous to completion?
In fact, the answers to both of these questions is “no”, for two different reasons. Firstly, the

total Gibbs free energy of the initial state [a, b, 0, 0] is not a �f GA
––◦ + b �f GB

––◦ ; likewise, the
total Gibbs free energy of the final state [0, 0, c, d] is not c�f GD

––◦ +d �f GD
––◦ . Both of the initial

and final states are mixtures, and so we need to use equation (14.7) to determine Gsys(ξ ) for
the two states ξ = 0, corresponding to the initial state [a, b, 0, 0], and ξ = 1, corresponding to
final state [0, 0, c, d]. Accordingly,

Gsys (ξ = 0) ≡ Gsys [a, b, 0, 0]

= a�f GA
––◦ + a RT ln

a P
a + b

+ b�f GB
––◦ + b RT ln

b P
a + b

and

Gsys (ξ = 1) ≡ Gsys [0, 0, c, d]

= c�f GD
––◦ + c RT ln

c P
c + d

+ d�f GD
––◦ + d RT ln

d P
c + d

In the equations forGsys(ξ = 0) andGsys(ξ = 1), the ratios of the form a/(a+b) in each of the ln
terms are all less than 1, and so all the ln terms are negative. As a result, Gsys(0) is less than the
sum a�f GA

––◦ +b�f GB
––◦ , andGsys(1) is less than the sum c�f GC

––◦ +d �f GD
––◦ . This is a specific

instance of the entropy effect of mixing: the total entropy of a mixture is always greater than
the sum of the entropies of the pure components, for the mixture is intrinsically less ordered:
since, by definition, G = H – TS, an increase in S drives a decrease in G. The comparison
of the initial and final states for the gaseous mixture must therefore be made using the more
complex equations for Gsys(ξ = 0) and Gsys(ξ = 1), rather than the ‘unmixed’ expressions
a �f GA

––◦ + b �f GB
––◦ and c �f GC

––◦ + d �f GD
––◦ .

But even if Gsys(1) ≡ Gsys[0, 0, c, d] < Gsys(0) ≡ Gsys[a, b, 0, 0], this does not imply that
the reaction proceeds to the right, to completion, even though the corresponding value of
�G = Gsys(1) –Gsys(0) is negative. To predict the behaviour of a reaction by comparing Gsys(1)
to Gsys(0) is misleading, since it makes the implicit assumption that Gsys(0) ≡ Gsys[a, b, 0, 0]
and Gsys(1) ≡ Gsys[0, 0, c, d] are the only states available to the system. The initial state of
the system is certainly Gsys(0) ≡ Gsys[a, b, 0, 0], but before the system can reach Gsys(1) ≡
Gsys[0, 0, c, d], it must pass through all other states Gsys(ξ ). If there is an intermediate state
which has a value of G lower that both Gsys(0) and Gsys(1), then the system will equilibrate at
that state, as shown in Figure 14.2.
Figure 14.2 illustrates a chemical system in which the total Gibbs free energy Gsys(0)

of the state [a, b, 0, 0], is greater than Gsys(1) of the state [0, 0, c, d], rather like the end-
points of the case shown in Figure 14.1(a). In Figure 14.2, however, there is an intermedi-
ate point at which Gsys(ξ ) is at a minimum, lower than both Gsys(0) ≡ Gsys[a, b, 0, 0]
and Gsys(1) ≡ Gsys[0, 0, c, d]. This represents a point of chemical equilibrium, at which
all components A, B, C and D are simultaneously present in the reaction mixture, at a
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[a, b, 0, 0] [0, 0, c, d ] 

Equilibrium 
composition 

Extent-of-reaction ξ

System Gibbs free 
energy Gsys(ξ) Gsys,min (ξeq)

Figure 14.2 Chemical equilibrium. This diagrams shows the third possible behaviour of equation (14.7) for the total
Gibbs free energy Gsys(ξ ) of the chemical system corresponding to the reaction aA + bB → cC + dD. In this case, the reaction
does not go to completion in either direction, but achieves a stable equilibrium state in which all four components A, B, C

and D are simultaneously present at a specific composition, corresponding to the equilibrium extent-of-reaction ξeq .

specific composition, corresponding to the equilibrium extent-of-reaction ξeq, and so the
reaction is indeed reversible

aA + bB � cC + dD

The presence of a stable chemical equilibrium can be inferred, intuitively, from Figure 14.2.
At time τ = 0, the reaction has not yet started; the system is in the state [a, b, 0, 0], corres-
ponding to the left-most point on the graph shown in Figure 14.2, ξ = 0, and in this state
Gsys(ξ ) = Gsys(0). A neighbouring state, just to the right of the initial state, corresponds to a
positive, small, value of ξ , and since the curve slopes downwards, the Gibbs free energy Gsys(ξ )
of the system in this state is less than the original Gibbs free energy Gsys(0). For the change
from the initial state to the current state, �G = Gsys(ξ ) –Gsys(0) < 0, implying that the change
from the initial state to the current state is spontaneous. As the reaction proceeds, the system
moves from left to right in Figure 14.2, and, as long as the slope of the curve at the current state
is negative, the incremental reaction, from left to right as written, will be spontaneous. The re-
action will therefore continue to take place spontaneously from left to right as written until the
system reaches the state corresponding to the minimum of the Gsys(ξ ) curve, at which ξ = ξeq.
Since any further reaction, to a point further to the right, will take the system from a min-
imum value of Gsys(ξ ) to a higher value, the corresponding change will not be spontaneous –
the system will stabilise at the point at which Gsys(ξ ) is a minimum, corresponding to the
equilibrium point ξ = ξeq.
Exactly the same analysis can be carried out for the reverse reaction, in which the starting

state is [0, 0, c, d], corresponding to ξ = 1. The reverse reaction corresponds to moving from
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right to left in Figure 14.2, such that the reverse reaction will take place spontaneously ‘going
down the slope’, until the equilibrium composition is reached. And once the system has reached
its equilibrium composition, any small change, in either reaction direction, increases Gsys(ξ ),
and so the system will spontaneously revert to the equilibrium state.
Given that ξ = ξeq has a specific, single, value, we may use equations (14.2) to determine the

corresponding mole numbers

nA(eq) = a (1 – ξeq) (14.8a)

nB(eq) = b (1 – ξeq) (14.8b)

nC(eq) = c ξeq (14.8c)

nD(eq) = d ξeq (14.8d)

which collectively define the equilibrium composition of the reaction mixture.
To make that concrete, suppose that the reaction under study is of the form

A + 3B � 2C + 4D

so that a = 1, b = 3, c = 2 and d = 4, and suppose further that ξeq = 0.6. If the initial state of the
reaction is [a, b, 0, 0] ≡ [1, 3, 0, 0], then equations (14.8) imply that the reaction will reach
equilibrium with a mixture of A, B, C and D such that the mole numbers of each component
at equilibrium are

nA(eq) = a (1 – ξeq) = 1 (1 – 0.6) = 0.4

nB(eq) = b (1 – ξeq) = 3(1 – 0.6) = 1.2

nC(eq) = c ξeq = 2 × 0.6 = 1.2

nD(eq) = d ξeq = 4 × 0.6 = 2.4

14.3 Chemical equilibrium

It is remarkable that equation (14.7) exhibits only three generic types of behaviour, as shown
in Figures 14.1(a), 14.1(b) and 14.2; even more remarkable is that the fact that this result
holds for all chemical reactions, no matter howmany reactants and products there are, and no
matter what the stoichiometry might be. So, given any chemical reaction, how can we deter-
mine which behaviour the reaction shows, at any given temperature (the pressure is assumed
to be 1 bar under all circumstances)? We have already seen (see page 421) that the ‘obvious’
method of testing the sign of the quantity (c �f GC

––◦ + d �f GD
––◦ ) – (a �f GA

––◦ + b �f GB
––◦ ) will

certainly indicate the generalised direction of the reaction (if this quantity is negative, the re-
action will in general proceed to the right as written; if negative, to the left), but this test cannot
identify the possibility of an intermediate equilibrium state. So how can the possibility of an
equilibrium state be determined?
The answer to this question is embedded in Figure 14.2: if the reaction does have an inter-

mediate state, this will correspond to a minimum in the graph of Gsys(ξ ), implying that if we
can find the minimum value of Gsys(ξ ), then the value of ξ = ξeq at this minimum defines the
equilibrium composition.
There are two ways of discovering the equilibrium state of any chemical reaction. The first

is to use a spreadsheet to compute the values of Gsys(ξ ), using an equation of the form of
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